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Abstract
Phraseological units, ranging from fixed collocations to idioms, are often defined as
non-compositional strings, which reflects their formal characteristics but not their semantic
traits. Semantic analysability – the ability to derive the meaning of the whole from the
individual meanings of the components – is also a characteristic of phraseological units, but one
that tends to be reserved for idioms. Drawing from extensive work into the relationship between
metaphor, idiom and phraseology (Philip forthcoming), this contribution will demonstrate how
semantic prosody interacts with semantic analysability. Semantic analysability operates along a
continuum, and it will be seen that the more phraseological meaning is distanced from the
meanings of its component parts, the more pronounced and important the semantic prosody
becomes. Comprehensive discussion on the terminology used is included, as are detailed
examples of the lexical items examined.

1. Introduction
Semantic prosody. The term seems to be attracting a prosody of its very own. It is
arguably one of the most problematic notions to have emerged from Sinclair’s post-Firthian
approach to the analysis of language using electronic text corpora. The term is fraught with
difficulty, because there seems to be genuine confusion as to what precisely it refers to; and
coupled with this is the inescapable fact that some lexical items seem not to have a semantic
prosody at all, however one cares to define it.
My aim in this paper is to examine the reasons why semantic prosody is not always
present (or detectable). Semantic prosodies seem to be inconstant friends, sometimes there,
sometimes not, sometimes taken for granted, sometimes looked-for but vexingly evasive. The
very fact of their inconstancy has given some, Whitsitt (2005) in particular, reason to conclude
that the notion of prosody is a figment of corpus linguists’ imaginations, dreamed up from an
eagerness to see something in the data, and that one believes (or not) in semantic prosody much
in the same way as one believes (or not) in ghosts. There are, in fact, very good linguistic
reasons why semantic prosodies are not always present, why they are not always required:
semantic prosodies add meaning which goes beyond the meaning already expressed, suggested
or connoted by word-semantics, but sometimes the words alone are enough, so the semantic
prosody is redundant.
This paper examines the components of Sinclair’s extended unit of meaning in relation
to formulaic phraseological sequences to demonstrate how semantic prosody (as defined by
Louw and Sinclair) is inextricably linked to semantic analysability and how it appears to be a
fundamental aspect of idiomatic language but not of all non-compositional language, as has
previously been supposed.

2. Definition(s) of semantic prosody
One of the reasons why semantic prosody has been open to attack is that the uses to
which the term is put vary considerably from author to author. This makes the concept appear

vague and ill-defined and can lead to confusion and misunderstanding. For this reason it
becomes necessary to establish what precisely semantic prosody does and does not refer to, and
to this end this Section 2.1 revisits the origins of the term, while Section 2.2 investigates
subsequent developments and modifications in its use over time. In this way the argument in the
Section 4, in which the semantic prosodies of a range of linguistic examples are discussed,
should be clearer, because the ambiguities surrounding the application of the term itself will
have been tackled.
2.1 Back to basics
Semantic prosody as a concept underwent a degree of evolution before it was formally
announced to the research community in Louw’s 1993 paper, Irony in the Text or Insincerity in
the Writer?: The Diagnostic Potential of Semantic Prosodies. The most frequently-cited
definition of semantic prosody comes from this paper: “a consistent aura of meaning with
which a form is imbued by its collocates” (Louw 1993: 157). Yet despite its familiarity, this is
more a description than a definition, and a partial one at that: Louw himself (personal
communication) regrets its ubiquity, not least because it has bolstered the widespread
interpretation of semantic prosody as being a form of connotation and primarily associated with
positive or, more commonly, negative evaluation (Stubbs 1995, Louw 2000, Dilts and Newman
2006, Hunston 2007). Yet semantic prosody is more complex than mere positive/negative
charge and, crucially, cannot be identified from introspection, as Louw explicitly states:
“semantic prosodies are a collocational phenomenon and one which is preferably to be regarded
as recoverable computationally from large language corpora rather than intuitively” (Louw
2000: 48). [1]
Louw and Sinclair collaborated closely on the phenomenon of semantic prosody from its
origins in the early years of the COBUILD project to its crystallisation and terminological
labelling in the early 1990s. Yet because the two scholars applied the concept to different kinds
of language, their writings tend to emphasise different features of the whole. While Sinclair’s
focus was on determining the baseline norms of semantic prosody, i.e. its role in typical
phraseology, Louw’s preoccupation has been to investigate the semantic clashes which occur
when the prosody is “violated” through atypical phraseolology. If one focuses too closely on
Louw’s writings on semantic prosody, one is apt to overlook the most important feature of
semantic prosody. In addition to providing an “aura of meaning” and being identifiable only by
examining the repeated occurrences of a unit of meaning in corpus data, the “primary function
[of semantic prosody] is the expression of the attitude of its speaker or writer towards some
pragmatic situation” (Louw 2000: 57; my emphasis). In other words, “it expresses something
close to the ‘function’ of the item – it shows how the rest of the item is to be interpreted
functionally” (Sinclair 1996: 34).[2] This attention to the functional aspect of language is a
clear reference to the Firthian admonition (Firth 1968) to renew the connection between
language and the context of situation, which comprises the interaction of:
A. The relevant features of participants: persons, personalities.
(i) The verbal action of the participants.
(ii) The non-verbal action of the participants.
B. The relevant objects.
C. The effect of the verbal action. (Firth 1957: 182)
Thus semantic prosody is not discernable from the words of a lexical item alone, but requires
those words to be used by a particular set of participants to obtain a particular effect relative to
particular objects.

Corpus texts facilitate the retrieval of recurrent patterns, but they do so at the expense of
the context of situation in which the language under study was originally uttered. Semantic
prosodies, therefore, have to be inferred by extracting information from the cotext which allows
a picture of the context of situation to be built up. This is not dissimilar to the way that the
semantic preference of a lexical item is identified, though in determining the semantic prosody,
clues are as likely to lie in the colligational patterns as in the collocational ones, and may not
even emerge from repeated forms, but from repeated nuances instead
As there is no single contextual feature which acts as a “key” to access the semantic
prosody, the four worked examples found in Sinclair (1996: 83-93) are summarised here. The
core naked eye is said to have a prosody of “difficulty” (ibid. 87), determined by the presence
of modal operators (can, could), limiting adverbs (barely, rarely, just) and adjectives such as
small, weak, faint and difficult combining with the semantic preference of “visibility” (ibid.).
For true feelings, the identified prosody is “reluctance/inability” (ibid: 89), which emerges this
time from the presence of a range of verbs which all express some form of impediment (prevent
from, careful about, feel guilty about; try to, incapable of, unable to) combining with the
semantic preference for “expression”. For the verb brook, “the prosody can be crudely
expressed by ‘reported threat by authority’” (ibid. 91); crudely, because this example is an
illustration of just how complex a semantic prosody can be. It involves an expression of
intolerance combined with future modality, “the displacement by report of the threat, and the
frequent naming of authority figures as subject” (ibid.) and the phrase is additionally
“emotionally charged with the commitment of the threatener to carry out the threat” (ibid. 92).
Finally, Sinclair decides that (my) place (i.e. the place where I live) has “informal invitation” as
its prosody (ibid: 93), in patternings which differentiate one meaning of place (home) from
others.
From this summary, it emerges that semantic prosodies are often difficult to describe
clearly and succinctly, and this may well explain the widespread tendency to speak loosely of
positive/negative prosodies rather than attempt to articulate the semantic prosody more
precisely. Reducing a semantic prosody of the complexity observed above for brook to a mere
positive/negative charge, in fact, is to ignore the primary function of semantic prosody as set
out by Louw (2000: 57), and therefore fail to consider the contribution that the prosody makes
to the overall meaning conveyed by the lexical unit. Positivity and negativity, evaluation and
connotation are all important aspects of the semantics of a lexical unit, but as Sinclair (1998)
[3] states, “[t]he semantic prosody of an item is the reason why it is chosen, over and above the
semantic preferences that also characterize it” (1998: 19, my emphasis). In short, the semantic
prosody associated with a lexical item communicates an attitudinal, evaluative or emotional
stance with regard to a particular context or scenario and its outcome (anticipated or actual), not
simply a vague and ill-defined “aura of meaning”.
Section 2.2 examines definitions of semantic prosody which have been put forward by
other scholars and demonstrates in which ways these redefined meanings differ qualitatively
from that which has emerged in this Section. Both “original” semantic prosody and what we
might call “semantic prosody revisited” are important for the analysis to follow, though it will
be seen that distinguishing the one form the other makes it possible to separate out two different
levels of linguistic analysis.
2.2. Semantic prosody revisited
Because semantic prosody evolved over time before reaching maturity in Sinclair’s
1996 paper, the “aura of meaning” aspect, often involving “collocational inferences” (Hunston
2005: 260), has generally been the characteristic that other writers on semantic prosody have
picked up on. Certainly, the earliest mention of semantic prosody, relating to set in (Sinclair
1987) and happen (Sinclair 1991) focus on this feature. However, as we have seen, this is not

the primary aspect of semantic prosody, but just one part of it. More recent uses of the term,
most notably those of Partington (1998, 2004), Morley and Partington (2009), Hunston (1995),
and Hunston and Francis (2000) (see Stewart 2009 for a comprehensive overview) have tended
to focus exclusively on the “aura of meaning” surrounding the node, paying little attention the
functional meaning expressed by the unit of meaning as a whole.
In essence, then, there are two facets to semantic prosody, and although they both
contribute to the finer shades of meaning of a lexical unit, they cannot satisfactorily be reduced
to a single entity. Separating them out, and referring to each with its proper term, rather than
persisting in the use of a single term to cover two distinct phenomena, is therefore desirable
(see also Hunston 2007). This is especially true because the phenomena described by semantic
prosody are all rather abstract and intangible aspects of meaning which are more difficult to
describe effectively than is, say the allocation of collocations to lexical or semantic sets in order
to identify the semantic preference. Hoey has already paved the way for this separation in
terminology. In advancing the term semantic association (Hoey 2005: 16 ff.), apparently to
subsume “two different concepts, sometimes confused with each other” (Hoey 2005: 22), i.e.
semantic preference and semantic prosody, he has in fact opened up the middle ground between
the two thus allowing linguists to discuss “auras of meaning” and other abstractions from the
semantic preferences of a lexical item while reserving semantic prosody for reference to
functions and pragmatic effects alone.
If we adopt the term semantic association to fill a gap rather than to pull different
phenomena together as Hoey proposes (ibid. 22-23), Sinclair’s (1996) quadripartite extended
unit of meaning can be split into five: collocation, colligation, semantic preference, semantic
association, and semantic (pragmatic) prosody. Splitting up the abstract components of the unit
of meaning is preferable to lumping them all together, and it can be noticed that a semantic
preference sits very comfortably between semantic preference and semantic (or pragmatic)
prosody. Semantic association does not describe the function (although it does contribute
towards making a lexical item appropriate for expressing that function), so does not properly
belong with semantic prosody; yet it is distinct from semantic preference in that it is describing
secondary meanings – associations, evaluation and connotations – which are fundamentally
psychological in nature and therefore not necessarily shared by all members of a speech
community. Semantic preference, on the other hand, relates to received meanings which are
shared and are attested in outside sources such as dictionary definitions. Thus the concrete
instantiations of collocates and colligates determine which meaning of a lexical item is
intended: what it means. The semantic preference of the lexical item for particular
lexical/semantic sets, and the semantic associations that those may evoke, colour the selected
meaning with attitudinal and evaluative nuances: how it means what it does, in relation to what.
The semantic prosody renews the connection of this semantic information with the reality of
language in use, taking meaning out of our heads and back into the real world: where, when,
why, and to whom it means what it does.
Close inspection of the definitions of semantic prosody that have been supplied by
scholars other than Louw and Sinclair confirm that it is on the whole the semantic associations
that they are describing. Here, the semantic prosody (i.e., association) is identified from the cooccurrence of the node with members of a particular semantic set (Hunston 1995: 137), and can
be defined as “a sub-category, or a special case, of semantic preference” (Partington 2004: 149)
which is “both shaped by and expressed in its semantic preferences” (Morley and Partington
2009: 142). Partington in particular has stressed the psychological nature of semantic prosody
(i.e., association), equating it with evaluative meaning (Partington 2004:131; Morley and
Partington 2009) and declaring it “an aspect of expressive connotation” (Partington 1998:66),
as, too, does Whitsitt, who dismisses the phenomenon as “simply connotation spread over
several words” (Whitsitt 2005: 285). These definitions give shape to an entity which merits its

own classification, and for the purposes of this paper it will be referred to as semantic
association, while the strictly pragmatic aspects of meaning will continue to be referred to as
semantic prosody.
It has emerged from the discussion above that semantic association is closely linked to
semantic preference and the co-occurrence of the node with words which share semantic traits.
Semantic prosody, on the other hand, relies on collocates and colligates in roughly equal
measure, if anything tending to favour the patterns and participants involved in verbal processes
over lexical-semantic features per se. This leads to a further distinction, namely that semantic
associations are polarised while semantic prosodies are essentially modal. Semantic association,
being essentially psychological, prioritises affect and attitude, whereas semantic prosody is
firmly grounded in real-world interaction. The part played by context is also relevant,
influencing a number of factors. Firstly, as semantic association “exists when a word or word
sequence is associated in the mind of a language user with a semantic set or class, some
members of which are also collocates for that user” (Hoey 2005: 24, my emphasis), it can be
severed from the cotext and context. In doing so it tends to prioritise salient meanings (see
Section 3) which are word-centric. Semantic prosody connects the meanings expressed by
particular wordings with the context of situation, and is inseparable from the phrasing. It
therefore applies to textual, delexical meanings and spreads over the entire unit of meaning
rather than being focused on the node word alone (which is why Sinclair referred to it as a
“prosody” in the first place: see Sinclair 2003: 117). A second factor brought about by the
psychological nature of semantic associations is that they can vary from one individual to
another and from one set of circumstances to another. Semantic prosodies cannot be controlled,
manipulated or changed by the individual language user, because they are an integral feature of
the wording. Finally, and related to the previous point, semantic associations may or may not be
activated, while a semantic prosody, “once it is identified with a phrasing … will be part of the
meaning even if it has no clear expression” (Sinclair 1996: 92). These differences are
summarised in Table 1.
Semantic association
Semantic prosody
Abstracted from semantic preference
Abstracted from various contextual features
Affective and attitudinal
Functional
Modal
Polarised
Text-independent
Text-bound
Salient
Delexical
Word meaning
Phraseological meaning
Context-independent
Integral to context of situation
Variable and individualised
Integral to the phraseology
Optional
Obligatory
Table 1: Comparison of the features of semantic preference and semantic prosody.

3. Composition and analysis
Phrases all share one characteristic: they are non-compositional, meaning that the
combination of words used in the sequence that they are used is not generated anew out of the
grammar every time it is required, but is instead pre-constructed and thus available for use as a
single lexical choice. This feature is the one that dominates in the terms used to describe
conventional phraseological sequences.[4] But while this is the trait common to all phrases,
there is another, parallel, aspect: semantic analysability, or the ease with which the meaning
conveyed by the phrase can be determined by the meanings of its component words. This trait
is central to the identification of idioms – phrases par excellence – but also plays a role in the
meaning expressed by collocations and compounds formed by fused collocations. Collocations
seem to be analysable, but of all the meanings that a collocation might represent, taking into

account the various senses and sub-senses of their components and their possible combinations,
only one of these constitutes the meaning of that collocation.
Semantic analysability operates along a continuum. Collocations with their restricted
meanings can be found at one end, and the most opaque of idioms lie at the other extreme. In
between is a range of structures which often exploit underspecified, nonsalient, and/or
metaphorical meanings, all of which influence the immediacy with which the meaning of a
phrase can be grasped. Underspecified meanings are associated with polysemous lexical items
and occur when the contextual patternings do not provide sufficient information to allow one
precise meaning to be selected, with the result that the meaning remains fuzzy and ill-defined.
Underspecification is slightly different from ambiguity, which involves (usually two) clearly
defined meanings, the uncertainty lying in which of these is the one intended. Nonsalient
meanings have earlier (Table 1) been called textual, or delexical. While salient meanings are
“coded meanings foremost on our mind due to conventionality, frequency, familiarity, or
prototypicality” (Giora 2003: 10), and are associated with orthographic words. Nonsalient
meanings, on the other hand, are peripheral meanings which are typically hidden to
introspection. Their semantic prominence is compromised because it depends on collocation
and cannot be identified with a single word form. Metaphorical meanings may well be salient,
and like underspecified and salient meanings, are usually associated with orthographic words.
Section 4 examines five phrases positioned at different points along the semantic analysability
continuum, to show how semantic prosody steps in to fill the communicative gap left when
semantic analysis cannot be carried out completely.

4. Degrees of idiomaticity
The focus on collocation and phraseology that characterises corpus-based semantics
sometimes gives rise to the impression that word meaning does not exist, that all meaning is
contextual, and that words severed from context are meaningless. In a sense, this is correct:
words in isolation, devoid of cotext and context of situation, serve no communicative purpose
and are therefore semantically empty. But word-meaning does exist – especially in our minds,
as the vast psycholinguistic literature attests – and it comes to the fore in compositional
language “whose only restraint is grammaticalness” (Sinclair 1991: 109). Teachers of language
will notice that learners favour open choice in their production because they lack the necessary
repertoire of prefabricated structures and collocations to do otherwise. Technical writing too
favours open choice, as its fully compositional and fully analysable nature keeps ambiguity to a
minimum. Yet open choice, by definition, does not admit regularities of patterning, except
those imposed by the grammar of the language. It therefore resists forming units of meaning,
and therefore no semantic prosody should be expected to be present.[5] Nor does language
constructed according to the open choice principle have any need for a semantic prosody – that
aspect which connects language to action and interaction – because the words are used in their
fully salient senses and express all the meaning that is required.
4.1 From bad to worse
While the very first members of the idiomaticity cline include collocations such as of
course, which may well fuse into single words over time in the same way that maybe and
anyway already have (Sinclair 1991:110), the argument which relates semantic prosody to
idiomaticity will start from phrases which are not likely to fuse in the foreseeable future. One
such item is the noncompositional sequence from bad to worse. The phrase has been examined
in detail by Stewart (2008), from which the following summary is taken.

If a situation goes from bad to worse, it becomes even more unpleasant or
unsatisfactory. (COBUILD)
As the definition reveals, from bad to worse is fully analysable, with the core meaning-bearing
parts, bad and worse, being used in their most salient, basic senses. The definition also features
the most commonly-found verb collocate, go, which Stewart (ibid.) notes is found in all its
inflected forms. Fifty percent of the occurrences of the lemma go have things as their
grammatical subject, with matters and situation also occurring, but much less often (3 and 2
times respectively, in 42 occurrences of the phrase in the BNC).[6]
In terms of colligation, the phrase favours past tenses and eschews present simple and
future tenses; but more interestingly, in 80% of occurrences it marks a clause boundary, being
immediately followed by a full stop or comma. There is a semantic preference for movement,
expressed by GO, tumbled, trip and movement, which is conducted by things rather than people.
Closer inspection reveals that things is a proxy form for situation or circumstance. This allows
us to reinterpret movement as a metaphor for change, so the semantic preference relates to
changing situations or circumstances.
Grouped by Stewart (2008) alongside the semantic preference, but here re-assigned to
the category of semantic association, is a range of “unfavourable-sounding states of affairs”,
including war, crisis, disaster, tensions, anxieties and several others. Stewart (ibid.) notes that
what these terms have in common is a “melancholy attitude of unresolvability and
hopelessness”, which is reinforced by the colligational features (past tenses and clause-finality,
which lend a suggestion of foreclosure).
Having already pointed out that the phrase is fully analysable, we should expect nothing
less than that the situation is bad to start with (from + bad + to + worse). However, what is
important in terms of the semantic association is that the negativity is connected to lack of
control, because it seems that “where people are at the mercy of forces beyond their control, the
things which build up intransitively are negative and uniformly threatening” (Louw 2000: 52).
This leads us to posit a semantic prosody of powerlessness, perhaps more accurately expressed
as “inability to prevent a threatening situation from deteriorating further”. Yet although
satisfactory as prosodies go, the only thing it reveals that the phrase’s compositional meaning
does not is that there is a lack of control… and this is already accounted for in the semantic
association with hopelessness. This observation is perplexing: the semantic prosody merely
reinforces the information that the less abstract elements of the unit of meaning already convey.
Table 2 provides a summary of the analysis discussed. Subsections 4.2 to 4.5 investigate
phrases whose semantic analysability becomes progressively more problematic, and where, as a
result, semantic prosody can be seen to take on a more important role.
Collocates
GO

Things

Colligates
Past tenses;
Clause-final
punctuation

Preference
Circumstances or
situations change
(for the worse)

Association
Hopelessness;
Unresolvability;
Finality

Prosody
Powerlessness;
Inability to prevent
a threatening
situation from
deteriorating further

Table 2. Summary of unit of meaning with from bad to worse as node (Stewart 2008).

4.2 Catch in the act
Catch somebody in the act, although apparently as analysable as from bad to worse, is
in fact a phrase in which underspecification of meaning plays a crucial role. While catch poses
no difficulty to interpretation, as it is used in its salient sense here, the nature of the act is not
encoded in the compositional word-meanings, making this an instance of a partially analysable
idiom (catch + in what act?). Knowledge of this multi-word lexical item includes knowing that

the act is not approved of, as the dictionary definition (below) confirms, so we must surmise
that this knowledge comes from contextual information. The analysis will also show how
underspecification interferes with the identification of the full unit of meaning, and the
repercussions that this has on the identification of the semantic prosody.
If you catch someone in the act, you discover them doing something wrong or
committing a crime. (COBUILD)
The definition provided above, being corpus based, reveals some of the information that
the present analysis will illustrate, in particular that the act is likely to be a misdemeanour of
some kind (“something wrong or committing a crime”). The nature of the act is revealed in the
cotext, either by of plus present participle immediately following the phrase (7), e.g. caught in
the act of + adultery / stealing/ pinching, or by mention of the crime or perpetrators before the
verb (After my apples, eh? Well, I’ve caught you in the act). Lexical collocations are rather thin
on the ground: thieves (2), burglars (2) and policeman (2) are the only repeated forms to be
found in the 37 examples (see Appendix), although these are complemented by a range of
single occurrences of criminal types (criminals, intruder, vandal) and law-enforcement officials
(sergeant, investigators, officers). The phrase colligates overwhelmingly with the past simple
form caught (30, against 3 infinitive, 3 present simple), with only one instance of a variant verb
found in this data set (disturbed). Caught has a distinct preference for the passive (in over 80%
of instances). At N+2 position, following the collocate of, the specified acts are always
expressed with the present participle, it also colligates with third person pronouns, while only
one proper noun is present. In common with from bad to worse, it colligates significantly with
clause-final position (9 full stops, 11 commas, 1 exclamation mark, 1 parenthesis, plus three
unpunctuated examples).
The semantic preference of catch somebody in the act is, as the dictionary definition
above indicates, for crime – typically theft – and other wrongdoing – typically involving the
breaking of moral or professional codes of conduct (including adultery, drug-taking, forgery,
and the unauthorised acquisition of nuclear materials). The semantic associations for catch
somebody in the act which emerge link together the semantic preference for unacceptable
behaviour and the connotations which being caught conjure up. When one engages in illicit
activity, one does so in full knowledge that it is wrong, but one hopes not to be found out.
Being discovered, therefore, while inevitable in the long run, is a source of shame and
embarrassment especially because of the fateful consequences it may have on one’s legal
position or moral standing. Yet individuals rarely own up. There are no occurrences in the data
of people admitting that they were caught – only reported accounts of others being caught, or
nearly being caught, or managing not to be caught. So the perpetrator’s point of view, his or her
loss of control and the negativity that would be associated with it (cf. Louw 2000), is not
reflected in the semantic associations. We have instead the point of view of those who approve
of maintaining law and order and upholding rules and regulations, because these people are the
ones who have chosen to use the expression. If somebody is caught in the act, s/he will soon be
getting his/her just deserts, and this gives the morally-upright commentator reason to gloat.
From this the semantic prosody emerges: there is reason to rejoice over the (reported) discovery
of wrongdoing in progress, and anticipation of the perpetrator’s (self-inflicted) downfall. Table
3 summarises the points made in this subsection.
As a final comment, it should be stressed that the ominous overtones associated with
catch somebody in the act seem to hinge on the semantic associations surrounding CATCH. This
can be stated with some certainty after examining all concordances of in the act. This is a
phraseological fragment, in that does not express meaning in isolation but must combine with
meaning-bearing words – the verbs which precede it and the actions to which it refers. Common

to all the occurrences of in the act [of + action] in the BNC is a delaying effect, because the
action is not named immediately after the verb (compare caught stealing with caught in the act
of stealing), and this delay also emphasises the fact that the act is in progress because it is
drawn out in the syntax as well as in fact. In combination with the semantic associations
generated by CATCH somebody doing something, the delayed onset and drawing out of the
action brings it to the fore, highlighting the “crime” which an individual has been caught
“committing”. The clause- or sentence-final position reinforces the sense of closure and finality
already suggested by CATCH.
Collocates
Of;
Thieves, burglars;
Policemen

Colligates
Past simple passive;
Clause-final
punctuation;
3rd person pronouns

Preference
Law-breaking, esp.
theft;
Breaking of moral/
professional codes
of conduct

Association
Gloating;
Finality /closure

Prosody
Gloating over
reported discovery
of wrongdoing in
progress;
Anticipation of the
perpetrator’s
downfall

Table 3. Summary of unit of meaning with caught in the act as node.

4.3 Caught red-handed
Caught red-handed is closely related to caught in the act, as the analysis here will
demonstrate. In a sense, caught in the act, with its underspecified element (the act), is a sort of
superordinate phrase which finds greater specification in caught red-handed or caught in
flagrante delicto: the former is typically associated with crime, the latter with adultery and
other morally censurable deeds (Philip forthcoming).
Caught red-handed is a metaphorical idiom. Like all idioms it is noncompositional; it is
located toward the transparent end of the continuum described in Section 3.[7] The
transparency of the metaphor red-handed gives an impression of analysability, but it is not fully
analysable in the way that catch left-handed or catch one-handed are, because nominally literal
CATCH is used in conjunction with non-literal, noncompositional, non-analysable red-handed.
The phrase does not mean “catch with a red-coloured hand”, or “catch somebody whose hands
are red”, but catch “[i]n the very act of crime, having the evidences of guilt still upon the
person” (OED). This meaning cannot be computed from the meanings of the words except by
using metaphorical inferencing to ascertain that red refers to blood, and that blood on the hands
must be connected with murder rather than e.g. butchering, cooking or surgery.
That the hands might be blood-covered does not seem to be key to definitions of the
phrase:
If someone is caught red-handed, they are caught while they are in the act of doing
something wrong. (COBUILD)
But who is caught, and doing what? If we bear in mind that this phrase is closely linked to
caught in the act, it comes as no surprise to find some overlapping features in the units of
meaning. Similar collocates and colligates can be found, most notably groups of wrongdoers
and groups of authority figures: thief (3), burglar (2), robbers, suspect, the accused; and
police(man) (3), sergeant, the force, security services. Stealing (2) as well as lifting, pinching,
and taking are more prominent in this data than in that for caught in the act, and there is an
additional criminal type to be found: terrorist, and bomb (2). The phrase. Like its superordinate, has a marked colligational preference for clause-final position, and for the verb CATCH
to be used in the past simple passive. Proper nouns are more common (six people are named),
and personal pronouns are comparatively uncommon (5), general nouns (burglars, adults, an
offender, the thief) being the preferred means of referring to the culprits. The semantic

preference is markedly oriented towards crime, in particular theft and other financial
irregularity, drug dealing and smuggling, and terrorism, and interestingly the perpetrators of
these crimes are often “respectable” members of society (bosses, clients, shop steward,
Hollywood stars) rather than belonging to the criminal classes.
The semantic associations of caught red-handed combine the meanings of caught
already mentioned in Subsection 4.3, with the metaphorical extensions, or entailments, of hand
and the finality and inevitability that clause-final position seems to lend. Hand is an incredibly
productive metaphor, and can refer to anything that is held by or touched by the hand as well as
recalling gestures which involve the hands; and it can also indicate control of self and others
(MacArthur 2005). The presence of red in conjunction with hand may also trigger
intertextually-derived meanings, which constitute a form of associative connotation (KerbratOrecchioni 1977: 112 ff.). For example, previous study of Shakespeare might bring to mind the
famous lines: “What, will these hands ne’er be clean? […] Here’s the smell of blood still: all
the perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten this little hand” (Macbeth V/i), and so exploit
intertextuality to create a mental picture, or “image schema” (Lakoff 1986) for the metaphor.
Even though the phrase is not used in blood-related contexts, then, the activation of an image
schema based on intertextually-derived connotations would reinforce the salient word meanings
even if the phrasal meaning is delexicalised. This would have an influence on the semantic
associations.
With all this semantic activity potentially going on around the core caught red-handed,
what place does the semantic prosody have? It is very similar to that of caught in the act, which
is unremarkable given the affinity between the phrases. But since the semantic prosody links
the associations back into a real context of situation, we find that caught red-handed reports the
discovery of others’ misdemeanours, usually when in progress, but also at the planning stages,
or à fait accompli, as examples (1) and (2) illustrate respectively.
1. Police say they’ve caught a terrorist red handed on his way to plant a bomb.
2. They were caught red-handed as they carried part of a 200kg haul, worth £264,000 on
the streets, into a warehouse near Madrid.
When people are reported as having been caught red-handed, their guilt is undeniable,
and their punishment inevitable. The reason why this expression is used, therefore, is to
communicate satisfaction that the criminal deeds have been stopped and that the person(s)
responsible will not be able to avoid punishment. The data studied does not yield the same
sense of triumphalism that was present in concordance lines for caught in the act, despite the
fact that those who are caught red-handed are engaging in serious crime, not moral peccadilloes
(this is the domain of caught in flagrante; see Philip forthcoming). What we uncover by
comparing the semantic prosodies is that discovering and punishing criminal behaviour seems
to be less emotive an issue than discovering and punishing those who break moral codes. Table
4 summarises the data described in this Subsection.
Collocates
Thief, burglar;
stealing;
Police;
Bomb

Colligates
Clause-final
punctuation
Past tense, passive
General nouns

Association
In possession of
incriminating
evidence;
Blood and murder
Finality
Table 4. Summary of unit of meaning with caught red-handed as node.

4.4 The grass is greener

Preference
Theft, embezzlement;
Drug dealing/
smuggling,
Terrorism

Prosody
Satisfaction that a
wrongdoer has been
caught and brought
to justice

The grass is greener is another phrase that looks to be quite analysable, because of its
semantic transparency, but is in fact non-analysable. Although the word string makes perfect
sense when analysed into its literal, salient meanings, the phrase “means” differently depending
on whether it is referring to grass which is green (example 3) or to the metaphor (example 4).
(3) South, where the grass is perceptibly greener, the River Derwent rushes past the
glory of Chatsworth House and the charm of Haddon Hall.
(4) No matter what Mr Gorbachov tries to do to improve the consumer flow, the grass is
always greener over there, and now that the fence is coming down the arrival of so
many Russians in the West could provide an exciting new cultural mix in Europe.
It is the metaphorical value of the phrase which gives rise to these different meanings,
metaphors being identified by the incongruity of their literal meaning within the context in
which they appear. A gap opens up between the meanings suggested by the words and the
meaning actually expressed by the phrase, and this gap has to be filled with the additional
information which allows the phrase to be understood meaningfully in context. When the
metaphor consists of a phrase rather than a single word, the compositional meaning is rejected
in favour of a contextually-relevant meaning. This essentially pragmatic meaning involves the
string as a whole, thus diminishing the influence that the distinct word forms can exert
semantically.[8] It has been recognised that units of meaning associated with metaphors –
metaphoremes – must obligatorily have a pragmatic function (Cameron and Deignan 2006). In
corpus linguistics terminology, that pragmatic element is the semantic prosody.
The grass is greener can indeed be read as a literal statement, but the metaphorical
meaning, being more frequent and presumably more familiar as a result, is the more salient of
the two (see Giora 1999). It is defined thus:
If you say the grass is greener somewhere else, you mean that other people’s situations
always seem better or more attractive than your own, but may not really be so.
(COBUILD)
For this analysis, a total of 21 relevant concordances were studied, with BNC data being
supplemented by corpus data available online;[9] the unambiguously literal meanings were not
taken into consideration for this analysis and thus do not appear in the Appendix. Recurrent
collocates fall into two groups – the optional adverbial always (present in one third of the
examples), and the (again, optional) completion of the comparison with a locative, which has
two standard manifestations (on the other side (4) and over there (1), the latter finding a range
of alternative lexical realisations (over the hill, somewhere else, in Cheshire, outside the
Wimbledon gates). The most noticeable colligational preference is for the phrase to occur in a
projected that- clause (6, plus a further three where that is ellipsed), and the phrase, when
completed by the locative, is clause- or sentence final.
The semantic preference is characterised by locations other than where one finds
oneself, though sometimes the location is displaced in time (i.e. same place, different time).
This gives rise to the unfavourable comparison between one’s present situation or circumstance
and that of others (or time past). The phrase occurs within verbal and mental processes (say,
said, tell, think, know, decided, find,) which may be found in nominalised form (the discovery
that, a feeling that, living proof that). The semantic association follows seamlessly from these
semantic preferences: the speaker feels disgruntled because others find themselves in more
favourable circumstances, these circumstances being displaced in space or time. It should be
borne in mind that the contrast may well be exaggerated. In addition to these lexically-derived
associations, there is the possibility that the phrase will conjure up an image schema involving

well-kept suburban lawns and invoking the pettiness of neighbourly rivalry which is often the
fruit of misunderstanding and characterised by imaginary or unintended slights, keeping up
appearances, and competitive one-upmanship.[10]
The semantic prosody of the grass is greener hinges on the contrast between fact and
opinion. It expresses disgruntlement, indeed, but disgruntlement which is perceived by others as
unjustified because no objective motivation underlies it. Thus the sense of grievance which is
being expressed is perceived by others as whinging and petty. Needless to say, given this
prosody first-person use of the phrase is rare (one example found in the data).
Collocates
Always;
On the other side,
Over [+ location]

Colligates
That- clause
Clause-final
punctuation

Preference
Association
Locations;
Disgruntlement,
Frequency adverbials;
Petty jealousy;
Discovery, recognition Exaggerated
and belief
contrast
Table 5. Summary of unit of meaning with the grass is greener as node.

Prosody
Perceived slight;
Perceived inequality
creates (unjustified)
sense of grievance

4.5 Cold turkey
The final case study to appear here, illustrating the most opaque, semantically nonanalysable of noncompositional phrases, is cold turkey. Unlike the previous case studies, where
it has always been possible to analyse the meaning in part, cold turkey is non-analysable.
Nothing in the salient or metaphorical meaning of either words would give the reader any
reason to imagine that the expression can be glossed as “give up suddenly”. The wordsemantics are thus redundant and yield entirely to the pragmatic reality of use, both textual and
contextual. The context provides a vague, undefined sense of what the intended meaning is, as
will be seen in the analysis to follow, and in the first three columns of Table 6, but the complete
meaning relies on knowledge of the semantic associations and semantic prosody. Without these
components, the phrase’s meaning is incomplete, the upshot of which is that it cannot be
understood fully from the words alone. Similarly, it cannot be used effectively if the speaker is
unaware or unsure of what these “additional” components of meaning are. At this end of the
continuum, therefore, pragmatic meaning takes hold.
Cold turkey is the unpleasant physical reaction that people experience when they
suddenly stop taking a drug that they have become addicted to. (COBUILD)
A total of 26 concordance lines for cold turkey were found, again after supplementing
BNC data with the 56m Wordbanks Online sampler and eliminating the six lines which referred
to the food sense. Idiomatic cold turkey collocates significantly with the verb GO (go (3), went
(3)), and with verbs relating to discontinuation (come off (2), quit (2), weaned off, stop), this
latter group collocating with a range of drugs (drugs, heroin (2), barbs, sleeping pills), drugtaking (smoking (2), drinking) and drug users (tobacco users, smokers, alcohol, addict). The
lemma ADDICT (addiction (3), addict, addicted) is also prominent, as is withdrawal. The final
recurring collocate is cold turkey: the idiom collocates twice with itself, accounting for four of
the 26 occurrences.
This wide range of collocates is not paralleled by a similarly wide range of colligates.
The idiom colligates with scare quotes (6 times) and with clause-final punctuation (7). When
used as noun modifier, the preference (3 out of 5) is for the rather unusual post-positive
position, as in detoxing cold turkey (line 17), but not frequent enough to be considered a strong
colligate. The semantic preference is characterised by addictive drugs, both legal and illegal,
which itself attracts a preference for illegality through the presence of inmates, cops and jail.
The semantic preference also lists a range of unpleasant withdrawal symptoms, from Delerium
tremens to stomach cramps, gastric flu, the shits and worse (line 19).

It is from these preferences that the semantic associations of suffering and anguish
emerge, brought on by the suddenness with which the dependency on the drug has been
terminated (soothing his cold turkey, feels like a bad bout of influenza, the worst three days of
my whole life). Unlike catch red-handed and the grass is greener, it is difficult to envisage how
any relevant image schema could be formed to reinforce the meaning or semantic associations
connected with cold turkey; elaboration of memories of eating left-over chicken for days after a
big feast such as Thanksgiving or Christmas fails to communicate the dramatic effects of going
cold turkey, and it is only by backtracking that one could connect cold with chills or other sideeffects.
Finally we come to the all-important semantic prosody, which is expressed through
hypothesis and conditionals, and can be stated as “reluctance”, or, more completely, “decision
to regain control over addictive substance, but reluctance to suffer the side-effects”. Whenever
there is a choice to be made between abruptly giving up an addictive substance and gradually
weaning oneself off it, the choice made is usually the former, though it is not a choice that is
made easily, as can be appreciated from examples 5 and 6.
(5) But instead of allowing himself to be weaned off the drug, he went “cold turkey”. It
affected his mind, or so it was said.
(6) The biggest fear was detoxing cold turkey because the cops wouldn’t put me in a
hospital, they’d just let me go cold turkey and I’d probably die in jail.
Perhaps it is the semantic prosody that connects the idiomatic and literal readings of cold
turkey. After all, unlike its hot counterpart it consists of leftovers which have to be finished
rather than a dish that is in itself prepared specially. It is not eaten with particular enthusiasm,
but rather with reluctance and sense of duty, something that is done in the belief that, in the
long run, it is for the best even if short-term suffering has to be endured. Table 6 summarises
the analysis.
Collocates
GO

Come off, quit,
Heroin
ADDICT

Colligates
Scare quotes; clausefinal punctuation
Noun modifier (postpositive position)

Preference
Addictive drugs
Withdrawal symptoms
Criminality

Withdrawal

Association
Suffering, anguish

Prosody
Reluctance;
Decision to regain
control over addictive
substance, but
reluctance to suffer
the side-effects

Table 6. Summary of unit of meaning with cold turkey as node.

5. Conclusions: semantic prosody and the idiom principle
The case studies shown in Section 4 may have laboured the point somewhat, but
semantic prosody is present, or tangible, in different concentrations depending on how great the
need is for word meaning to be supplemented by pragmatic meaning in language-based
communication. The meaning of compositional and semantically analysable language is wholly
accounted for by word meaning. Compositional language by definition is not patterned, because
it has no need of patternings to fix meaning which is “inherent” in the words themselves.[11]
As idiomaticity increases and semantic analysis becomes more difficult, the semantic prosody
assumes greater importance.
Knowledge of how a given linguistic item is used, and thus what it means, stems from
stored memories of previous encounters with the item in text and context. This knowledge is
then exploited when using the same linguistic item, thus perpetuating the patternings and
ensuring continued success in communication. Through such repetition, marginal nonsalient

meanings can be fixed in stable wordings which reinforce those meanings with each subsequent
occurrence. Yet the pragmatic component of a unit of meaning is abstract and complex, as can
be seen from the descriptions of the semantic prosodies in Tables 2 to 6.
The subtleties of semantic prosody and the difficulties to be found in its identification
and labelling are exacerbated by the fact that it is not expressed by reiterated word forms, but
by the recurrent presence of particular nuances which emerge from a wide variety of wordings.
The abstract nature of this repetition makes it difficult to pinpoint precisely where the nuances
lie and how they are formed, but they can be identified in corpus data. It is easiest to identify
those prosodies which express meanings that the words themselves do not suggest, because of
the contrast which results. However, it is not the role of semantic prosody to contradict word
meaning, but rather to integrate it into human interaction. In some cases, therefore, the semantic
prosody seems absent (from bad to worse), though it may in fact be reinforcing and
harmonising with the meaning already suggested by a compositional reading.
Although the view has been contested (especially by Whitsitt 2005), the emergence of
semantic prosody is likely to be attributable to historical processes (Louw 1993). There are
many possible reasons for this, but ultimately deliteralisation – the process by which literal
meanings become less concrete and eventually figurative because their referent is no longer
immediately retrievable – is responsible. As a result of deliteralisation, the meaning expressed
by a wording eventually parts company with the meaning expressed by its component words
and what they normally refer to. A communicative gap ensues, and this is filled by pragmatic
information regarding when and where the language is used and for what purpose. This
becomes encoded as part of the wording in its extended unit of meaning, thus cementing the
relationship between a phrasal pattern and a functionally complete meaning.

6. Postscript
The importance of semantic prosody in communicating meaning and in the “renewal of
connection with the processes and patterns of life” (Firth 1968: 14) can be difficult to
appreciate when the language is familiar, its contextual patterns and contexts of situation
already stored in memory. When a phrase becomes obsolete, however, knowledge of its
function in context is lost. Awareness of the meaning of the words, of who says them where and
when, may not suffice to understand fully the meaning that they convey.
By way of illustration, this paper ends with an extract from a historical novel (O’Brien
1970). The author went to great lengths to remain faithful to the colloquialisms used by sailors
in the late 1700s, not only researching the language but also reproducing verbatim extracts from
letters written to family and friends. The idiom illustrated is wet the swab (example 7). It is not
enough to understand the words nor the participants in the context of situation:[12] the semantic
prosody holds the two together, and when it is absent, so too is the “real”, complete meaning.
(7) We do not keep fashionable hours in the service, and I grow so devilish hungry and
peevish by then that you will forgive me, I am sure. We will wet the swab, and when it
is handsomely awash, why then perhaps we might try a little music, if that would not be
disagreeable to you. (O’Brien 1970: 17)

Notes
1. Republished in Texto. <http://www.revue-texto.net/docannexe/file/124/louw_prosodie.pdf>
2. Reprinted in Sinclair (2004) 24-48.
3. Reprinted in Sinclair (2004) 131-148.

4. Of the 57 terms which Wray reproduces (2002: 9) 55 stress noncompositionality (only the
remaining two, non-analysability).
5. The same is not necessarily true for semantic association, which operates independently of
cotext and context of situation (cf. Section 2.2).
6. The British National Corpus, version 3 (BNC XML Edition). 2007. Distributed by Oxford
University Computing Services on behalf of the BNC Consortium. <
http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/>
7. Transparent idioms are those whose meaning can be read through the words; in opaque
idioms, however, the words obscure the meaning. These concepts are also referred to by the
terms motivated and unmotivated respectively (see Philip 2009).
8. This is true of conventional phrases whose meaning is established through stable usage
patterns. Novel, unfamiliar and/or idiosyncratic phrases cannot exploit a semantic prosody
because semantic prosodies are tied to recurrent patterns, and novel phrases by definition have
none.
9. Collins Wordbanks Online English corpus sampler
<www.collins.co.uk/Corpus/CorpusSearch.aspx>
10. Following Ritchie (2006), an image schema may extend beyond the visual to incorporate
sound, smell, tactile sensation and also emotional response.
11. The meaning is not really inherent in the words but associated so strongly with them as to
make it difficult to separate the one from the other. While it is indisputable that word senses are
collocationally determined, the salient meaning(s) of a word are stored in the so-called “mental
lexicon” where they are shorn of cotext and context (Giora 1999). This reinforces the illusion
that meaning inheres in words, and serves as the basis for determining literal or basic meanings.
12. The idiom is used when a promotion to Captain or Post-captain is celebrated by the new
Captain and his friends. The swab is the epaulette worn to indicate the newly-attained rank; wet
refers metaphorically to the drinking which is to take place. Participants in the context of
situation include the Captain, his colleagues (lieutenants, midshipmen and others) and perhaps
other friends. The situation involves a hearty meal, vast quantities of wine, and merry-making.
However, the pragmatic implications of wetting the swab cannot be stated with any certainty,
and it is this factor which prevents the full meaning potential of the phrase to be realised. That
potential is expressed through the complete unit of meaning which can only be identified
through the presence of recurrent patterns, which in the case of obsolete expressions, are
irretrievable.
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Appendix: concordance data
From bad to worse (BNC)
1. s all this tell us about West Ham? That they are going
2. Edition THE STAFF shortage crisis in nursing could go
3. etter deal. "All of this suggests that things could go
4.
if it happens under chapter 11.
5. th the Government". From that point on the debate went
6. , mostly," he'd replied piously. The conversation went
7. and was often replaced by an understudy. Matters went
8. sing some damage and casualties. As the situation went
9. adian radio announcers was tremendous. As the war went
10. rve both of them? As Best defied his own name and went
11. idate's relation to his Super - “... matters have gone
12. . Anyway, this mate of his and his wife -things went
13. a two-bedroom, fourth-floor flat and things are going
14. ome a devastating situation. When Celia appeared to go
15. chain which has newly snapped. Thus the situation goes
16. started in disaster, turned to horror... and then went
17. was totally hooked on the place. But things just went
18. s reaching the finals. But while the British have gone
19. ologically impaired; when Wales stumbled, they tumbled
20.
the eyes. She spoke in subtitles. Not on.
21. ed". Here things do not get better and better, they go
22. per into the quicksand which Event became. Things went
23. that he “talk some sense into the boy, or watch him go
24. needed to get myself sorted out. Things, though, went
25. In the face of severe local competition, matters went
26. not to remain in doubt for much longer. The mines went
27.
Subject: Manc of the Day BBC really are going
28. ixed him a stiff drink, and the evening went generally
29. challenge of matching wits with him. Things were going
30.
BRISTOL Voice over Things for Gloucestershire went
31. as Scott put Wycombe back into the lead... things went
32.
ERIKA ERIKA BARNES Things are going
33. l inside for Fashanu to sidefoot a second. Things went
34. ose but Dave played well and all credit to him. I went
35. respect of law and order that things were really going
36.
because otherwise Ay! it's just gonna go
37. lay on the floor laughing because it was just getting
38. better and the man who's lost it thinks they have gone
39. ion was really everybody would agree it was a movement
40. y and so many people get to feel that things have gone
41. whole thing now and I just think that things are going
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worse. Successive home defeats, this one by a
worse as industry, the United States and Australi
worse," Miss Baxter said. Parents who abuse
worse Judge Lifland's decision may have been
worse. We were lambasted by a bellicose Labour
worse. Nigel told Eleanor that he despised her
worse. Drew left the Company and joined some
worse, the people living near the volcano
worse in Europe, many well-known personalities
worse, the former United star had pellets
worse... Today, service, seniority, and experience
worse, seems he met this woman from Dundee who
worse. They just keep taking money away from
worse, Brian had advertised for a housekeeper
worse. In this way a crack is really a mechanism
worse. FIRST thieves stripped their room of
worse. Ferguson refers to a pub and club
worse, the Games have become a Chinese takeworse. There was the simple failure to recruit
worse. The ambulance whinged all the way to
worse. The onward march of racism is traced
worse. Branson was not able to inspire the
worse”. David's answer had been to bring
worse, and the following January I tried
worse. William Denny recommended that the
worse and during 1579 Höchstetter proposed
worse. They fall over themselves to show
worse, with Sebastian the only one with
worse. He wasn't just attractive, damn
worse. Hodgson went in the 5th over for
worse then as United defender Colin
worse. Defeats for Swindon and Hereford.
worse in the second half. Smith and
worse. Nothing was right with my game
worse, were deteriorating. And it concerned
worse isn't Yeah.
worse. What happened to your word processor?
worse. On the other hand, though, we do
worse. What you say is very plausible,
worse, that you get a shake up and change
worse. This is not going to disappear

Caught in the act (BNC)
1. e's 20&ndash;12 Sicily Trophy quarter-final defeat. Caught
2. violence sometimes ensued when cattle thieves were caught
3.
and Guy Fawkes, calling himself John Johnson, was caught
4.
jail - but for some reason never manages to catch him
5. ked the bolt home. &quot; But I thought I might catch them
6. the subject appears to be caught off-guard, indeed caught
7. ds swept their cards off the table like schoolboys caught
8. doin' up there? After my apples, eh? Well, I've caught you
9.
Papers. Oh loads of papers Caught
10. ies” had arrested 9,800 criminals, including 1,340 “caught
11.
. Richie (29), host of BBC's home video series Caught
12. is using drugs only occasionally - unless they are caught
13. aterials for nuclear weapons, and the risk of being caught
14. l base was far too good and, rather than risk being caught
1.
“That you” Apart from being caught
15. might, and was very respectful and deferential when caught
16. s of one of the bourgeois. The alert sergeant catches them
17.
“So!”hissed Araminta, finding her tongue. “I catch you
18. e from close by, someone on or near this site - caught him
19. investigators concluded that the thieves (they were caught
20.
out in practice” says John Ransford. Caught
21. ng formed inside it, because one at least has been “caught
22.
oh dear , they're, they're better than caught
23. break in, the intruder badly damaged a door. He was caught
24. stolen, thanks to you. You must have disturbed them right
25. valry won, and he took off his jacket to help. When caught
26. ings into their own hands. Householders who catch burglars
27. earted response from them. Having assured the woman caught
28. the photographer, a bar of soap in each hand as if caught
29. collection, and their court expert on oracles was caught
30. chase through the docks with our official mini caught him
31.
how not to farm.” Bob Dockerty: Caught
32. on't, yer crafty fly-be-night.” She turned to catch Archie
33. easily reach a worktop in a kitchen. If you catch your dog
34.
al. Watch this space for further details. CAUGHT
35.
I caught was a greenfly and another filthy look. CAUGHT
36. d in a scandal because one of their agents had been caught
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act. Zimbabwe's Chimbima gets an unwelcome
act. On the other hand cattle stealing did not
act. Leading the discovering party was the
act. Then a couple of pensioners are robbed of
act. They took all the new curtains out of the
act. However, it is a less expressive image, as
act. In his office Wycliffe glanced at the
act. Come on down - and quick!”
act! That's a good one.
act”. Observers noted that a large number of
Act, is playing rockabilly rebel Kenickie (John
act, or when intoxicated like being drunk. But
act, are the biggest obstacles facing countries
act, the plan was dropped. By 1956, East-West
act, when the burglar may be identified by the
act, but, upon the policeman recalling that
act, and with the help of the vintners, tries
act, do I” “I have not the
act, and took drastic action. Whoever it
act) had been shot with revolvers on the
Act: A self-styled vandal in Newcastle
act” as it started to emit visible light. I
act aren't they? they're quite
act but got off with a caution.
act” “And what have you done about getting
act by one of his fellow officers, he
act may get a bit rough and individual
act of adultery of forgiveness, he tells her,
act of some doubtful ritual. “When you get
act of forging additions to them. These
act of phoning home, where we arrived just
act of quality control venture capital
act of trying to vanish upstairs. “You come
act of stealing food, then you should scold
ACT THE TENTH DUNDEE Mountain Film Festival
ACT That morning, everything was ahead of
act there was no one in Russia who would

Caught red-handed (BNC)
1. during their visit to Phuket in Thailand CAUGHT
2.
You were caught! Caught
3. pile in your living room! Policeman - Caught you
4. 40 billion dollars to the national debt4. Caught
5. ned when the galley light was flicked on. Caught
6. mouth, and Mr Evans was shouting. “Thief! Caught
7. d behind her back, feeling like a burglar caught
8. ily give up his army pension just to catch Yanto
9. viving book. Lo and behold, the thief was caught
10. angling body of such robbers as have been caught
11. stumped by their shamelessness even when caught
12. they sometimes caught burglars or cattle thieves
13. so often escape while the small-fry are caught
14. a “tactical” plea, or when an offender is caught
15. men, the most senior a sergeant, had been caught
16. after time both children and adults were caught
17. e, or simply by one of your minions being caught
18. investigation where the accused has been caught
19.
Exeter, Devon EX2 4. Book thief caught
20. rry!” hissed the mother. “Go out and collar them
21. ever found out or, horror of horrors, caught him
22. l year. The Department of Trade caught 31 bosses
23. you could be pretty certain of catching your man
24. e in and caught a considerable number of clients
25. ous, if, for example the suspect has been caught
26. that stage. Then, quite by chance, I caught him
27. ip him off that the shop steward could be caught
28. n, he was shot by the British after being caught
29. uspected until the police were able to catch him
30. t all,” he said dreamily. “I'll catch Chatterton
31. d apologetic”, was discharged after being caught
32. urveillance for several months. They were caught
33. last December. It's alleged Cartmill was caught
34. at Gbagbo and the other leaders had been “caught
35. ecurity services even when they have been caught
36. bing Latychidas, who is said to have been caught
37. s, he disgraced her. Later, after she was caught
38. spectacle laugh and chant as unfortunates caught
39. unch time. Police say they've caught a terrorist
40. e the final curtain falls, ministers are caught,
41. ore half-time, skipper, Andy Melville was caught
42. dly extrovert away from the audience. But caught
43. me through prison. “Other Hollywood stars caught

RED HANDED &lsqb;AND HEADED&rsqb; AUGUST 1992 THE truth
red handed Chassie, weren't you? Ever so funny!
red handed again, Napper. Why do you always insist on burgling
red-handed Mr Graham coughed. Hastily Stevens laid down his book
red-handed, her plate piled high, she swung round. Plate and
red-handed now, aren't you? How long has this been going on?
red-handed. His eyes raked from her slender tanned legs over
red handed. The fish began to weigh heavily, but he accepted
red-handed. He had been using an ingenious method. The library
red-handed. James Bruce had no doubt witnessed similar scenes in
red-handed. The youngest son always knew it was only he who would
red-handed. The force also became more ethnically representative
red-handed. The quantity of cannabis seized on this occasion was
red handed. The position in the Scottish courts is different.
red-handed. An opposition newspaper, La Voie, reported that 15
red-handed. The final tally was 41, with 12 reported for possibl
red-handed.” “And you have no suspects?”
red-handed. We need therefore to devise a screening procedure wh
red handed Police sources in Amsterdam have recently disclosed
red-handed!” The father didn't move. He seemed in n
red-handed? The conjurer would probably put a spell on him, turn
red-handed - a rise of about 50 per cent. The number of director
red handed - pinching your beauty products! Not any more. G
red-handed, red-faced and red in several other places as well.
red handed, it was not necessary to inform him why he had been
red-handed, stealing the wallet of one of the machinists out of
red-handed stealing company property if they searched him at
red handed spying FOR the Japanese. The details are about to emer
red-handed lifting a title-page from a book. It has now emerged
red-handed tap-dancing on the gallery. Or will it be overhearing
red-handed taking cigarettes from a bombed-out tobacconist's.
red-handed as they carried part of a 200kg haul, worth £264,000
red-handed when his escape was barred by the automatic locking
red-handed during the destruction”, although there were no
red-handed in a straightforward act of overt terrorism.
red-handed in his tent, “sitting on a glove full of money”.
red-handed in an orgy with nine lovers in her Red Fort harem
red-handed inside individually beat a hasty retreat. 3.30PM A
red handed on his way to plant a bomb. officers arrested him
red-handed on stage, with the corpse” - Tory peer Lord Deedes.
red handed on his own goal line; a penalty for Rovers which
red-handed with a bomb in the glove compartment of the car she
red-handed by Heathrow's ever-vigilant Customs and Excise men

The grass is (always) greener (1-9 =BNC; 10-21 = Bank of English Wordbanks Online)
1. s for you to try for free. And anyway...
2. ral land in France are also finding that
3.
is also a great tendency to think that
4. beer is bitterer, the coins are heavier,
5. joying his retirement. Living proof that
6. in the condemned cell and being let out.
7. was a difficult decision, but I decided
8. ch a rip off fair enough saying you know
9. t contract Ringway. Broome will tell you
10. ries to do to improve the consumer flow,
11. rinning picture in the yearbook said [f]
12. were pondering a deeper question: why is
13. the people there said: `Remember Pally,
14. atisfaction with life and a feeling that
15. this cosy, close-knit Washington world.
16. about to move on to fresh fields. But is
17. agic Of Spain call 0303 226602. [p] [h]
18. ial, but it too still survives. [p] [h]
19. rly age by injury and the discovery that
20. Yes. Yes. [F01] Dreadful things. Erm so
21. at Fenland, which only goes to show that
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is always greener when 700 people haven't tramped
is no greener on the other side of the Channel,
is always greener somewhere else. This is why it
is greener” - but even so, the decline of English
is greener WILSHER ON EUROPE So singular
is greener and the flowers more beautiful just
is not always greener on the other side,” Sridevi
is greener somewhere else but I don't believe
is greener in Cheshire, especially his four-acre
is always greener over there, and now that the
Is Always Greener. [f] Mack's first reaction w
always greener on the other side [p] It has be
is not always greener on the other side [p] If
may be greener somewhere over the hill. [p] Ev
may not be greener on the other side of the p
greener? [p] To find out more call 0839106920
is greener - It's Far And Away the fairest set
is greener; Beautiful places; Weekend Today [/
really was greener outside the Wimbledon gat
was never quite as green [ZF1] as [ZF0] as ret
is always greener.) [p] But this year the devi

Cold turkey (1-12 =BNC; 13-27 =Bank of EnglishWordbanks Online)
1. g himself to be weaned off the drug, he went “cold
2. ter chance of being successful if you can go “cold
3. ce throughout the Pacific campaign. Nicknamed Cold
4. ent to Number One and all heroin addicts went cold
5.
to find the roots of withdrawal there, too. Cold
6. in a blanket in front of the TV, soothing his cold
7. ightening inmates, especially when undergoing cold
8. tutes, only tobacco users are expected to go “cold
9. ects such as delirium tremens for alcohol or “cold
10. well because I'll tell you what, I came off cold
11. which suggests the closest they have come to cold
12. im down gently,” Eva says. “If we made him do cold
13. ply. To avoid confusing these two, do not try cold
14. e any other addiction-and the recession means cold
15. a xylophone solo? Did Lou Reed go through the cold
16. The rehab clinic failed, so Staley went on a cold
17. ake me to jail. The biggest fear was detoxing cold
18. t put me in a hospital, they'd just let me go cold
19. ays active, if detached. Withdrawal syndrome (cold
20. with 10.13sec. [p] [h] A culture in need of cold
21. d-raising pledge line for ordinary smokers, a Cold
22. dicted. There were stories that she suffered `cold
23. s can - and should - be stopped all at once, `cold
24. ed the Tory rebels are experiencing a kind of cold
25. e [ZGY] I know that some people quit drinking cold
26. king cold turkey and some people quit smoking cold

turkey”. It affected his mind, or so it was said;
turkey” - in other words, stop smoking all at once.
Turkey, it was used to ferry supplies and personnel
turkey (Ernest Bishop was shot in '78, by the way).
turkey Clinically, addiction can be characterised by
turkey by watching videos of the local comedians,
turkey, but surprisingly, “the murderers are usually turkey” or leave their ward to smoke. On one occasion
turkey” (which feels like a bad bout of influenza)
turkey, and I had the worst three days of my whole
turkey is on Boxing Day. No matter - shooting up on
turkey straight after the barbs, he'd get the DTs,
turkey - come off tranquillisers slowly by cutting down
turkey for Judith Summers [p] [c] PHOTO [/c] I became a
turkey so she could also play the recorder! Did we form
turkey kick of his own. [p] This, remarkably, was
turkey because the cops wouldn't put me in a hospital,
turkey and I'd probably die in jail. So I'd drive real
turkey) involves reverse: stomach cramps, gastric flu,
turkey; Opinion [/h] [b] Magnus Linklater [/b] [p] Magnus
Turkey Hotline and an advice-filled Last Cigarette Pack.
turkey sweats, cramps and muscle spasms - for weeks after
turkey." Exceptions include stopping chronic heavy use of
turkey as they're asking to turn their fire on Labour's
turkey and some people quit smoking cold turkey but a lot
turkey but a lot of times they really struggle [ZF1] and

